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Chairman’s Column
By John McMurray
deadball@sabr.org

The enduring appeal of the 
Deadball Era has helped this 
committee become one of the most 
active within SABR since its creation 
in 2001.  It is also SABR’s largest, with 
a record 489 members.  Further, with 
at least ten new books published on 
Deadball Era topics in each of the past 
two years, interest in baseball between 
1901 and 1919 appears to be stronger 
than ever.  Yet with more modern-day 
baseball televised than ever before, 
why is there still such interest in a 
bygone era?

 SABR member Richard Bak, who 
has written extensively about Ty Cobb, 
believes that the fact the Deadball Era 
contrasts so starkly with contemporary 
baseball is part of the reason for its 
popularity.  

“My grandparents came to 
Detroit in the 1890s at the same time 
the Tigers did, and my grandfather 
would tell me stories about going to 
Bennett Park and Navin Field,” said 
Bak.  “It really felt like I was there in 
that rickety, old 10,000 seat wooden 
ballpark, which I think is preferable 
to the bells and whistles today at 
Comerica Park, to tell you the truth.  I 
don’t need a carousel at the ballpark 
to keep me entertained.  I’d rather sit 
there in the Deadball Era and watch a 
good 2-1 ballgame with both pitchers 
pitching complete games, watching 
Cobb edging off third base to see if 
he’s going to try and steal home in the 
bottom of the ninth to win the game.  
The Deadball Era offered a purity in 

The Old Cubbies
By David Anderson
danderson46@comcast.net

What can we say?  The Cubs have now gone without a World Series 
Championship for almost 100 years.  Before we go into how or why this 
happened let’s go back to the last championship for the Cubs.

From 1906 to 1910 the Cubs won 530 games, won two World Series and won 
four pennants.  No other team in major league baseball has equaled their record 
in fi ve years.

“What happened?”  You can talk about billy goats, black cats and a nerd who 
didn’t know what was going on in 2003.  You lost again in 2007, and the Cubs 
now again look at next year.  One hundred years without a championship.

How did we get here?  
Back in 1908 the Cubs, Giants and Pirates were involved in a pennant race 

which was easily the most exciting to date.  As the season wound down, a four 
game series between the Cubs and Giants would be the key to who would win the 

Continued on page 7.
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Joss and Kleinow Honored with 
Monuments in Wisconsin
by David Stalker
attheballyard@yahoo.com

A monument in memory of Addie Joss and Red 
Kleinow was erected at Washington Park in Watertown, WI 
on November 13, 2007. The two-sided monument honors 
the former teammates that played together in Watertown in 
1899.

Joss was born in Woodland, WI and grew up in Juneau, 
WI. Kleinow is a Milwaukee native. Together, they played 
for Watertown’s Sacred Heart Team and the Watertown 
team of 1899 at Washington Park.

Joss and Kleinow join Fred Merkle, Davy Jones, Billy 
Sullivan and Charlie Faust in this series honoring Deadball 
Players. If you would like to see a player added to this 
series, please contact me for consideration.

It was donated and funded by David and Lynne Stalker, 
Archie Monuments, with a contribution from Rex Hamann 
and the American Association Almanac.

Joss’s monument reads:
“This memorial is dedicated to the life of Adrian 

Joss.  Born in Woodland, WI April 12, 1880, Addie played 
baseball for Watertown and Watertown’s Sacred Heart 

Team in 1899. Along with future major league catcher 
Red Kleinow, they played before large crowds here at 
Washington Park. On April 26, 1902, Addie pitched a one 
hitter for Cleveland in his major league debut, the team 
he played for through 1910. As a pitcher, he won twenty 
or more games for four straight years, and had a lifetime 
1.89 ERA. Addie is credited for pitching two no-hitters, 
including a perfect game on Oct. 2, 1908. Considered one of 
the greatest pitchers in baseball history he was elected into 
the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 1978 and into the 
Wisconsin Athletic Hall of Fame in 1951.”

Kleinow’s reads:
“This memorial is dedicated to the life of John P. “Red” 

Kleinow. Born in Milwaukee, WI July 20, 1879, Red played 
baseball for Watertown and Watertown’s Sacred Heart 
Team at Washington Park. The well-known battery of Addie 
Joss and Red Kleinow won the college championship in 
1899 with Sacred Heart. That same year he was named 
Watertown’s team captain. Joining him on that team was 
future major league pitcher Claude Elliott. After spending 
the 1902 and 1903 seasons in the American Association 
with the Toledo Mud Hens, Kleinow made his major league 
debut on May 3, 1904 with the New York Highlanders. In 
his eight-year career in the big leagues, he also played for 
the Boston AL team and Philadelphia of the NL. Red was 
known as a good defensive catcher.” ◆

Joss and Kleinow are shown together with Sacred 
Heart in 1899. Joss is standing in the middle; 
Kleinow is seated fi fth from the left. The chest 
protector reads “College Champions”. Photo 
courtesy of David Stalker. 
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“Six Hardest Pitchers I Ever Faced”
Compiled by Paul Sallee
TeamNJ@aol.com

Six Hardest Pitchers I Ever Faced
Mar 7, 1916, Boston Daily Globe
Clifford (Gavvy) Cravath
Philadelphia Nationals
 
I might name better pitchers than some I am about 

to mention, but I am picking the ones with whom I have 
the greatest trouble.  I must name two great ones in the 
American and four who have given me trouble in the 
National.  My six selections are:

 
Edward Walsh, Chicago Americans
Walter Johnson, Washington Americans
Charles Smith, Chicago Nationals
Al Mamaux, Pittsburgh Nationals
Rube Benton, New York Nationals
Jeff Tesreau, New York Nationals
 
If one pitcher ever had me dead to rights it was Smith, 

a big lanky chap who was tried out by the Cubs two years 
ago.  I couldn’t foul him.  I could name 40 more who often 
give me trouble, but the above named have been the more 
troublesome to me, though I do not claim them all to be the 
greatest pitchers.

 
March 6, 1916
Boston Daily Globe
Six Hardest Pitchers I Ever Faced
J. Franklin Baker, Home Run King
 
In naming my six hardest and best pitchers I must 

invade my old club for three of them, though I never batted 
against them in championship games.  From my standpoint 
the six best during my career were:

 
Walter Johnson, Washington Americans
Edward Walsh, Chicago Americans
Dutch Leonard, Boston Americans
Eddie Plank, Philadelphia Americans
Albert Bender, Philadelphia Americans
John Coombs, Philadelphia Americans
 
Johnson is the present-day wonder; Walsh was the king 

in his prime, and young Leonard is a puzzle among present 
left-handers, but I must award the plum to my three great 
old pals.

March 30, 1916
Boston Daily Globe
Six Hardest Pitchers I Ever Faced
Ty Cobb, Champion Batsman of the World, Detroit 
 
Very few pitchers look easy to me.  That is a weakness 

in a batter.  Whenever a man goes up to that plate, he must 
remember he is pitted against the pitcher and must always 
try to out fi gure him.  As soon as you think a twirler easy, he 
has something on you.  I fi gure the six toughest are:

 
Walter Johnson, Washington Americans
Bob Groom, Washington Americans
Ed Karger, Boston Americans
Earl Moseley, Newark Federals and Boston Americans
Leo Weilman, St. Louis Americans
Earl Hamilton, St. Louis Americans
 
Walter Johnson is of course the king of them all.  He 

is the one pitcher I ever have seen in baseball who could 
“throw the ball past you.”  I watched Alexander closely in 
the recent World Series, and he hasn’t the speed to do it, 
and they say he is the fastest in the National League.  My 
other fi ve selections can make it tough for me too.

 
March 13, 1916
Boston Daily Globe
Six Hardest Pitchers I Ever Faced
Miller Huggins, Manager, St. Louis Cardinals
 
In naming the six hardest I ever faced, I pick men who 

embraced every great pitching qualifi cation--control, the 
ability to study batsmen, strong and steady in pinches, and 
the knack of doing their best work under fi re.  I could name 
a few others, but I have fi xed my choice on the sextet that I 
think embraced more smartness and pitching skill than any 
other corresponding number in the game.  My selections 
are:

 
Christy Mathewson, New York Nationals
Mordecai Brown, Chicago Nationals
Dick Rudolph, Boston Nationals
Harry Sallee, St. Louis Nationals
Grover Alexander, Philadelphia Nationals
“Noodles” Hahn, Cincinnati Nationals
 
Apart from their superior headwork compared with 

other pitchers, these men all have, or had, something else.  
Matty’s fade away and Hahn’s old drop ball were not unlike 
each other, and Rudolph can keep you guessing as to when 
you will ever get a ball to hit. ◆
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Baseball and the Blame Game
By John Billheimer

McFarland and Company, 2007. 
[ISBN: 978-0786429066]. $35.00, 
paperback.

Reviewed by David Stalker
attheballyard@yahoo.com

John Billheimer’s Baseball and 
The Blame Game, Scapegoating in 
the Major League is a well researched 
and documented tour through baseball 
history. An in depth look is taken at 
the goats, and the escaped goats. 

Justice is brought to those that 
have been labeled and scarred for 
life, like the so called goats such as 
Fred Merkle, Fred Snodgrass and Bill 
Buckner that everyone has heard of. 

Merkle was undeservingly labeled 
Bonehead for life, taking that name to 
his unmarked grave, for not touching 
second base. He was doing what was 
considered common practice, at the 
time in 1908. This was a rule that had 
been overlooked, and not enforced. It 
is pointed out that if the Giant’s Mike 
Donlin would have properly played 
a ball hit in his direction in a prior 
inning, Merkle perhaps would not 
have had to bat in the bottom of the 
ninth. Warren Gill of the Pirates, just a 
few weeks prior to the Merkle mistake, 
did the same thing. However, he or 
his team was never penalized, and his 
name today is only known by a handful 
of historians.

Fred Snodgrass is known by his 
muffed fl y in the tenth inning of the 
fi nal game of the 1912 World Series, 
and not remembered for the over the 
shoulder catch he made moments 
later, preventing a run.  We learn that 
seventeen errors were made by the 
Giant’s team in this series. Included 
is a ball that dropped between 
Mathewson, Merkle and Meyers that 
allowed the tying run to score, and 
set up the winning run. These three 
basically escaped blame, as did Max 
Flack, when he dropped a ball in the 
fi nal game of the 1918 World Series 
that lead to the Red Sox only two runs 
needed for the victory.

When looking at the Buckner 
play from the 1986 World Series it 
becomes very evident that he did not 
single-handedly cost the Red Sox the 
pennant but is labeled for life by many 
as the goat. Plays involving Schiraldi, 
Stanley and Gedman already did much 
damage, and it is questioned why 
manager McNamara did not bring 
in a more agile, defensive late inning 
replacement for Buckner like he often 
did during the course of the season. 
If Buckner had properly executed the 
play, the game still would have been 
tied, with no guarantee of victory for 
the Red Sox. Throw in the fact that it 
was only game six; the team failed to 
win game seven.

These are a few of the most 
exciting games looked at in this book, 
making it very interesting to read. 
There are many different categories 
that have determined the outcome 
of games; defensive errors, pitching 
mistakes, managerial blunders, 
bad umpiring calls, and even fan 
interference. Each is covered in these 
pages.

A very detailed approach is taken 
as to why a player is branded for life, 
or escapes the life long sentence. 
Included are chart’s with scapegoat 
characteristics, and escaped goat 
characteristics. The categories include 
lost lead, east coast press, late innings, 
not a superstar and mental error. 
Mr. Merkle scores fi ve for fi ve, while 
Snodgrass and Buckner go four out of 
fi ve. This is a book that I am sure I will 
use for future reference. ◆

Branch Rickey: Baseball’s 
Ferocious Gentleman
By Lee Lowenfi sh

Lincoln, Nebraska: University of 
Nebraska Press, 2007 [ISBN 13:978-
0-8032-1103-2.] 598 pages. $34.95, 
hardcover

Reviewed by Anthony Basich
abasich@gmail.com

In Robert Caro’s The Power 
Broker, Robert Moses is detailed 
and painted stroke by stroke in a 
light that cascades over the twentieth 
century history of New York City. His 
story predominates the story of the 
city, for better or for worse. This is 
how Lee Lowenfi sh treats the story 
of Branch Rickey – a baseball man 
with such enormous infl uence on his 
sport that his story is baseball’s story. 
This of course is evident throughout 
Rickey’s life in the Deadball Era as 
Lowenfi sh describes a young Ohio 
boy who immediately takes life by 
the throat and pursues a variety of 
trades including college coaching, 
teaching, law school and catching for 
a few major league baseball teams. 
Although he had a rather nondescript 
playing and managing career during 
the Deadball Era, this book provides 
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a vivid depiction of not only Rickey’s 
life during this time, but of the entire 
sport itself.

The book opens in 1899 in a 
Turkey Creek, Ohio school with a 
classroom full of young ruffi ans. This 
is where a 17-year old Rickey defi antly 
grabs one of his misbehaving students 
and screams to him that he’s not going 
to run him out of a job. “I need the 
money, I need the job, so sit down,” 
Lowenfi sh quotes Rickey as saying. 
This fi rst picture of the young Rickey is 
an appropriate beginning of an insight 
into the man long known as baseball’s 
“ferocious gentleman” – someone who 
will not let anything stand in the way 
of his will to survive and do what he 
most stridently believes.

One of the cornerstones of 
Rickey’s beliefs was his Christian 
faith, which Lowenfi sh details 
throughout the biography. In one of 
Rickey’s fi rst opportunities to play in 
the big leagues as a Cincinnati Red, 
Lowenfi sh tells the story of Rickey’s 
defi ance about not playing baseball on 
Sundays for his religious observance 
– even when manager Joe Kelley 
threatened to throw him off the team. 
Lowenfi sh then provides an anecdote 
about Rickey going into owner Garry 
Herrmann’s offi ce to plead his case. 
The owner was described as very 
impressed with the young man’s 
piety and allowed him to continue his 
Sunday observances. Of course Kelley 
refused to agree and benched him 
until Herrmann felt forced to release 
him one month later. Rickey only 
appeared in one exhibition game as a 
Red.

The book fi nely describes Rickey’s 
tenure as a football coach and his 
stints with the St. Louis Browns and 
then the New York Highlanders before 
he was forced to leave baseball as a 
player due to a lingering sore arm that 
prevented the young catcher from 
effectively fi elding his position.

Although he would later become 
the athletic director of his alma mater, 
Ohio Wesleyan, Rickey actually 
coached the school’s baseball team 
for his last two years as a student. It 
was during that time, Lowenfi sh tells 
the story of how Rickey had a black 
player on the team by the name of 
Charles “Tommy” Thomas. When 

Ohio Wesleyan traveled up to South 
Bend, Indiana to play Notre Dame, a 
hotel clerk did not allow Thomas to 
stay at the hotel. The book describes 
Rickey preparing to stay at the nearest 
YMCA, just to keep his team together 
before persuading the hotel manager 
to let Thomas stay in the coach’s 
room. As Lowenfi sh describes in the 
book, the episode shows the disregard 
Rickey displayed for any color barrier 
and offers invaluable insight and 
foreshadowing into the events that 
would unfold 43 years later with the 
Brooklyn Dodgers. 

Lowenfi sh also expertly details 
Rickey’s family life, marriage, an 
inspiring battle against tuberculosis 
and a short stint as a major in the US 
Navy at the close of World War I. 

While Rickey became the St. Louis 
Cardinals’ president in 1917, he would 
then assume the dual role of manager 
in 1919 just as he did with the Browns 
from 1913 to 1915. Here the reader is 
introduced to a new era in baseball due 
to Babe Ruth’s 54-home run season 
and Lowenfi sh tells of the Giants’ 
John McGraw’s ardent attempts to 
pry rising star Rogers Hornsby from 
Rickey and the Cardinals seeing in the 
promising second baseman a talented 
athlete quickly developing into a 
prodigious power hitter. Even though 
trading Hornsby would have greatly 
benefi ted the fi nancially strapped 
Cardinals, Rickey steadfastly refused 
repeated trade offers showing that the 
“Mahatma” was a baseball man fi rst, 
despite his notorious reputation as “El 
Cheapo.” This was a baseball decision 
that would propel the Cardinals into 
eventual champions in 1926.

And that is how Lowenfi sh 
portrays Rickey throughout the entire 
life story, a man who had his fair 
share of critics, but always steered 
his life in the direction of his own 
values. Lowenfi sh fi nely and diligently 
researched the facts and events that 
made up the 83 years of Rickey’s 
life. Among those interviewed were 
surviving relatives of Rickey’s as 
well as relatives of those who closely 
worked with him. Lowenfi sh also spent 
a great amount of time with many 
baseball historians and archivists 
to further fl esh out his depiction 
of Rickey, While sifting through 
these 600 pages of dense intricrate 

detail, readers will know Lowenfi sh 
is providing not just the full story of 
baseball’s ferocious gentleman, but a 
fully accurate one. ◆

Continued on page 6.

Chicago Cubs: Tinker to Evers to 
Chance
By Art Ahrens

Arcadia Publishing, 2007. [ISBN 
978-0-7385-5130-2]. 127 pages, 150 
photos. $19.99, Soft Cover

Reviewed by Mark Fimoff
bmarlowe@comcast.net

This is a cleverly conceived photo 
book, nicely organized into seven 
chronological chapters, subdividing 
the Chicago NL club’s history from 
1898 to 1916 into meaningful sub-eras. 
The sections of text and the photo 
captions are well written, and the 
photos are well chosen, some of which 
this reviewer had not seen before. The 
1903 team photo is awesome and very 
clearly reproduced, and the sequential 
1898, 1899 and 1900 head-shot style 
team composites are useful records 
of the images of the players on those 
transitional teams. 

Unfortunately, an otherwise 
excellent book suffers from what often 
plagues this genre: mis-identifi ed 
photos. The best way to describe this is 
to list the major caption errors: 
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Chicago Cubs, cont. from 
page 5.

Continued on page 7.

Tinker?...NOT!

Review of Neil Park II, 
Columbus,Ohio
By Rex Hamann in The American 
Association Almanac, Spring 
2007

Reviewed by Ron Selter
rselter@socal.rr.com

Neil Park II was the home of the 
Columbus Senators of the American 
Association for 28 seasons (1905-32).  
There had been an earlier wooden 
ballpark on the same site that was also 
called Neil Park.  The second Neil Park 
was one the nation’s earliest concrete-
and-steel ballparks.  Among major 
league parks only the partially steel-
and-concrete Palace of the Fans (1902-
11) in Cincinnati predated it.  Neil Park 
II, with its double-deck steel-and-
concrete grandstand, was built fi ve full 
seasons before Shibe Park-the fi rst of 
the Classic major league ballparks.

This nicely organized small book 
reveals to the reader the plans for this 
unique structure.  As the home of the 
American Association’s Columbus 
Senators from 1905 to early 1932, Neil 
Park was built to last.  The story of 
how this ballpark was constructed is 
provided in considerable detail.  The 
book focuses on the history of Neil 
Park II as a premier minor-league 

Page 17 bottom – 1901 White 
Sox team photo: “Sam Mertes (third 
row, 2nd from right).” That is Roy 
Patterson (Mertes is 3rd row 2nd from 
left). 

Page 32 top: “Cubs catcher Johnny 
Kling...” He is way too short to be 
Kling. It is the 5’6” 3rd baseman Doc 
Casey. 

Page 41 top: “Anson...presents a 
gold bat to Frank Chance. …1906” 
That is not Chance, it is Solly Hofman. 
This is one of a series of three Daily 
News photos showing these bats being 
handed out to Reulbach, Chance and  
Hofman in 1907. 

 Page 44 top: “..1906 World Series 
at West Side Grounds..” It is not the 
‘06 WS. It is the 1910 confi guration 
of West Side Grounds with the newly 
built very high “Daily News” billboard 
in right fi eld. Also note that the Sox 
wore dark road uniforms in the 1906 
WS – neither team is wearing dark 
uniforms in this photo. Also note that 
there is no overfl ow of fans sitting on 
the outfi eld grass as did occur for the 
‘06 series.
      Page 46 top: “Seen above left is 
Game 5...at Cubs West Side Grounds..” 
That is clearly the White Sox home 
South Side Park. 

Page 47 top: “the deciding game 
of the series…played at the White Sox 
home fi eld”.  This photo is the Cub’s 
home West Side Grounds. (It seems 
that perhaps the photos at the top of 
pages 46 and 47 were exchanged)

Page 58 bottom: “A pennant raising 
ceremony at West Side Grounds..”  It 
is South Side Park.

Page 62 bottom: “Joe 
Tinker…1908”. This 1906 photo is 
from the Library of Congress Bain 
Collection that was examined by the 
Pictorial History Committee. The 
Committee correctly changed the 
caption from Joe Tinker to Jimmy 
Sheckard.

Page 116 bottom – “Joe Tinker…in 
straw hat and Charles Weeghman….”. 
That is Weeghman in the straw hat, 
Tinker in a plaid hat.

Page 118 top – “Joe Tinker is 
carried off the fi eld at Weeghman 
Park…” Another photo of this scene 
exists, taken from afar, showing that 

Tinker and teamates are sitting in a 
car in a parade amid a mass of fans.

Some additional photo captions 
either lack important information or 
could be more precise:

Page 40 top and bottom:
The caption does not indicate that 
those are 1906 WS (game 5) photos as 
evidenced by the Cubs wearing 1906 
road uniforms at their home West 
Side Grounds and trotting a Lincoln 
Park zoo bear cub around the bases. 
This story be found in contemporary 
newspaper articles. 
     Page 54 photo of Solly Hofman: 
That is Hofman, but the unidentifi ed 
player on the left is Jack Pfi ester .

Photo of McGraw and Chance 
before title page, captioned: “..around 
1912”. Analysis shows that it’s May 
9-12, 1911 – in the background is 
seen the 1st base line grandstands of 
the Yankee’s home Hilltop Park. The 
Giants played home games there for a 
while in 1911 while the Polo Grounds 
was being rebuilt due to an April fi re. 
The Cubs played one series vs. the 
Giants at Hilltop, May 9-12, 1911. 
Also both managers are wearing 1911 
uniforms.

In spite of the photo caption 
problems, this book provides an 
excellent photographic record of a Cub 
era that has yet to re-occur. ◆
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Old Cubbies,
cont. from page 1.

ballpark.  A little known fact is that the 
ballpark was also used for two major 
league neutral site games during the 
1905 season by the Detroit Tigers.  
Signifi cant games and events in the 
history of the ballpark are featured, 
including the bleachers collapse on 
Opening Day in 1917 and the pre-game 
death of the team’s fi rst President 
Thomas Bryce in 1908.  Fifteen 
graphics, from box scores and maps to 
photographs and period advertising, 
depict the early history of the park and 
captures the fl avor of the early days of 
baseball in one of America’s top minor 
league cities.  One of the graphics is 
a very useful Sanborn Fire Insurance 
map from 1921 of the ballpark (noted 
on the map as Neil Park Base Ball 
Grounds).  The back cover features a 
color image of a Neil Park program 
from 1920.

Overall this book is a nice 
treatment of a little-known but 
innovative minor league ballpark.  
The format of this publication is 5.5” 
x 4.25” and is comprised of 53 pages 
containing over 31,000 words.  It is 
entirely researched and self-published 
by Rex Hamann, SABR member and 
publisher of The American Association 
Almanac: A Baseball History Journal 
(1902-1952).

More information about The 
American Association Almanac can be 
found on the Almanac website (www.
AmericanAssociationAlmanac.com). ◆

Neil Park II,
cont. from page 6.

pennant.  
On the 22nd the Cubs won both 

games and the pennant would hang on 
what happened on the 23rd.  For the 
Giants it was Christy Mathewson while 
the Cubs would tap Jack “The Giant 
Killer” Pfi ester for what became one of 
the most written about games in the 
history of baseball.

 The Cubs got on the board fi rst 
with a home run by Joe Tinker, who 
had the ability to hit Mathewson on a 
regular basis.  It looked like one run 
would win it, but Buck Herzog scored 
on Mike Donlin’s hit in the sixth. 

In the ninth, the Cubs went down 
easily.  With one out, Art Devlin 
singled but was then forced out by 
Moose McCormick.  Fred Merkle 
followed with a single.  Some say he 
could have made second, but with 
two out the only run that mattered 
was McCormick’s.  Al Bridwell hit a 
single, McCormick scored and with 
the hit, Merkle went straight to the 
Giant’s clubhouse.  He also went into 
everybody’s notebook when he did not 
touch second base.

You can read More than Merkle or 
Crazy ‘08 to see what happened until 
the game that determined the outcome 
of the 1908 season.  It was pretty easy 
for the Cubs; they won 4-2.  They won 
the World Series as well.

Since then the Cubs have had 
problems.  It may have begun with the 
ending of the 1908 Series.  George M. 
Cohan decided to honor the Cubs with 
a dinner, but pointedly did not invite 
their owner, Charles W. Murphy.  
Murphy was not happy with this and 
told the Chicago Tribune that “Rome 
was not built in a day, and it takes 
time even in Chicago to get ready for a 
World Series.”

Merkle was with the Cubs in 1918 
and lost the World Series.  Of course 
he did not win any World Series with 
the Giants, Cubs or the Yankees.  You 
could call it the Merkle curse.

By the way, the Cubs and the 
Cardinals share a miserable World 
Series result.  The Yankees have 
beaten the Cubs in 1932 and 1938, 
and the Yankees beat the Cardinals in 
1928 and then the Red Sox did it to the 
Cards in 2004.

The Cubs curse continues. When 
will it end? ◆

Chairman’s Column,
cont. from page 1.

the way baseball was played.  I’d give a 
year off my life to be down at Bennett 
Park for a day.”

Bak, whose book Peach: Ty Cobb 
in His Time and Ours, won the 2006 
Ritter Award as the best book on 
Deadball Era baseball published in the 
year prior, sees the relative simplicity 
of life in the Deadball Era as another 
reason why baseball in the early 20th 
century remains distinctive:

“You didn’t have unions back 
then.  You didn’t have anything.  There 
were no social safety nets.  No Social 
Security, no unemployment insurance.  
Rightly or wrongly, you had to take 
care of yourself, and people had to 
take care of their own families.  

“There was a whole different set of 
expectations.  It was a very muscular 
and energetic era.  Life at that time 
was kind of Darwinian, and baseball 
represented that, a survival of the 
fi ttest with no sense of entitlement.  
You had to earn what you got, and 
I love to see those characteristics 
represented in sport.  What turns me 
off about modern athletes is the sense 
of entitlement, from the time they’re 
high school studs to when they get 
their fi rst million dollars.  Players 
today have great years when they’re 
up for a new contract, and they’re on 
the disabled list after they’ve gotten 
the guaranteed money.  That didn’t 
happen in the Deadball Era, when 
players had to fi ght for everything they 
got.”

In Peach, Bak reassessed many 
of the commonly-held perceptions of 
Cobb, who remains perhaps the most 
praised and scorned player of the 
Deadball Era.  

“When you examine a subject as 
controversial as Cobb, you have to go 
in there without any preconceptions,” 
said Bak.  I’d heard all the stories, 
especially [Al] Stump’s material which 
was very biased against Cobb, to say 

Continued on page 8.
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Mystery photo from the Pictorial History 
Committeee

Chairman’s Column, cont. from page 7.
the least.  The more I dug into Cobb’s life, I came away with 
the impression that Cobb—while he was a miserable person 
in many ways—had a persona that had been exaggerated.  
A lot of people, I believe, are predisposed to beat up on 
Cobb because the perceptions of him have been reinforced 
so strongly over time, particularly along racial lines or 
painting him as a cheapskate.  Cobb was no angel, and he 
got into a lot of racial episodes that were pretty violent by 
any standard.  Would I want a guy like him to be my friend?  
Not really.  If I was his teammate, I’d probably lock horns 
with the guy too.  

“But you also have to step back and give the devil his 
due.  He always gave his all on the ball fi eld.  Nobody would 
ever say that he mailed it in, which is more than you can 
say about a lot of million dollar athletes today.  It wasn’t 
like anyone did him any favors—he pulled himself up by 
his own bootstraps, made himself into a major league 
ballplayer, and became a millionaire at a time when no 
athletes were self-made millionaires.  I thought he always 
fought fair within the rules of the game, which were 
different back then.  You could hip-check a guy into the 
stands, and no one wore batting helmets either.  It was a 
rougher, tougher America back then.  Baseball—and Cobb—
personifi ed that era.”

Bak has a long history writing about baseball in 
Detroit.  He is the author of Cobb Would Have Caught It: 
The Golden Age of Baseball in Detroit and Ty Cobb: His 
Tumultuous Life and Times as well as two books on Tiger 
Stadium.  He also won two Emmy Awards writing and co-
producing the Tiger Stadium documentary Stranded at 
the Corner, which was an offi cial selection of the inaugural 
Baseball Hall of Fame Film Festival in 2006.  Bak is 
currently working on a book focusing on Deadball Era 
baseball in Detroit to be titled Afternoons at Bennett Park.  

For Bak, and presumably for other researchers 
of the period, the self-reliance, competitiveness, and 
determination of ballplayers of the Deadball Era stand out 
as reasons why this particular period in baseball history 
retains its vigor. ◆

Mystery Photo—Can you identify 
this man?
by Mark Fimoff
bmarlowe@comcast.net

To all DEC members who are not also members of 
Pictorial History Committee but are highly interested 
in Deadball Era images: I have begun writing a Mystery 
Photo column as a supplement to the PHC newsletter. It 
will have a lot of Deadball Era content. The fi rst one can be 
downloaded from:

http://www.sabr.org/cmsFiles/Files/
FimoffMysteryPhotoColumn1.pdf

If you want to venture a guess (educated or not) 
or opinion as to the identity of the featured mystery 
player—please do. Don’t be intimidated—there is no 
stigma associated with guessing wrong. Also—if you have 
an unidentifi ed photo you would like posted in the next 
column—please send it to: bmarlowe@comcast.net. ◆

Fred Merkle 
wants you!
The deadline for articles 
for our special issue 
of The Inside Game to 
commemorate the 100th 
anniverary of the Merkle 
game is:

May 31, 2008

Please send your article 
to Charles Crawley at 
crcrawley@yahoo.com.

Fred thanks you...


